Effective methods of evaluation of psychological pressure can detect and assess real-time stress states, warning people to pay necessary attention to their health. This study is focused on the stress assessment issue using an improved support vector machine (SVM) algorithm based on surface electromyographic signals. After the samples were clustered, the cluster results were fed to the loss function of the SVM to screen training samples. With the imbalance among the training samples after screening, a weight was given to the loss function to reduce the prediction tendentiousness of the classifier and, therefore, to decrease the error of the training sample and make up for the influence of the unbalanced samples. This improved the algorithm, increased the classification accuracy from 73.79% to 81.38%, and reduced the running time from 1973.1 to 540.2 sec. The experimental results show that this algorithm can help to effectively avoid the influence of individual differences on the stress appraisal effect and to reduce the computational complexity during the training phase of the classifier.
INTRODUCTION
Psychological or mental stress is a psychosomatic tension state that tends to be manifested in various types of psychological and physiological reactions when a person becomes aware that the confronting environment is important but rather difficult to deal with [1] . Moderate stress can make subjects to produce positive energy and may be changed into a motive power to improve the work efficiency. However, stress that exceeds the person's limit may cause negative effects or even significantly affect one's normal life [2] . Recognition of the cause of stress before it becomes chronic is a key step in managing it.
Methods that can be used for stress appraisal in psychology usually require a significant response of and positive cooperation with the subject. The application of stress appraisal can be widened and is beneficial for research on stress and health if it can operate without self-evaluation.
In engineering, affective computing is used to assess the intensity of stress. Stress states of drivers were evaluated based on speech and physiological parameters [3, 4] . A traditional game, Tetris, could be used as the stress source, and this allowed researchers to collect respiratory and electromyographic (EMG) signals in a group of 129 subjects; this study reached an average recognition rate of above 80% by using linear discriminant analysis and r to analyze the results [5] . In another study [6] , a stress detection method based on physiological measurements of 22 subjects was proposed. Each subject in this study was exposed to a protocol containing four stressors and six rest periods. A simple wireless device was designed for detection and daily evaluation of routine stress automatically and permanently [7] .
In the next study [8] , nine call center employees as examined subjects were asked to wear a skin conductance sensor on their wrists for a week at work to record the stress levels for each call. Individual differences were addressed by either modifying the loss function of a support vector machine (SVM) to adapt to the varying priors or by placing more significance on training samples from the most similar people in terms of the skin conductance lability to automatically recognize classes of the stressful/non-stressful calls [8] .
Physiological measurements can detect stress with minimal discomfort for the subjects and are useful in reflecting emotions [9] . In our study, we selected four stress sources to stimulate the participants. One hundred forty-four groups of EMG signals were collected from each of the 16 subjects. The existing SVM algorithm was improved to solve the stress evaluation problem with increased classification accuracy and to reduce the classifier's processing time. The feasibility of the experimental scheme and the algorithm were proved by using real data.
METHODS
Improved SVM. A kernel-based machine, SVM, learns a family of methods used to accurately classify both linearly separable and linearly inseparable data [10] . The SVM has been used in numerous machine learning fields, such as classification, regression estimation, and kernel principal component analysis, because it is capable of providing a good generalization capacity.
Contrastive analysis showed that different participants have different perception degrees of the same stimulus, and that the same participant often produces different responses to different stress sources at the same time. Actual verification showed that solving the diversity problem between samples is difficult even after normalization. Making predictions for a single participant causes a certain amount of interference and affects the classifier performance if all sample information is included in the training set. Furthermore, too many training samples increase the computational complexity and influence the classification accuracy. Therefore, making a targeted selection for the training set is obviously necessary.
Filtration of the training sets results in an imbalance between positive and negative samples. Thus, different weights are given to positive and negative samples, and sample information is added to the loss function to weaken this imbalance.
Optimized Algorithm. The overall flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 .The improved SVM algorithm can reduce the amount of training samples by selecting training sets and addressing stress evaluation. Thus, only the most beneficial message for the classifier's model building is put in. Otherwise, the adjustment of the weight of positive and negative samples can amend the imbalance in training samples. Therefore, this algorithm can reduce the computation complexity at the training stage and, in a parallel manner, to improve the classification accuracy.
Selection of the Training Samples. This algorithm is aimed at seeking the correlation degree between each training sample and the testing sample by clustering. The correlation factor that describes the correlation degree to the loss function of the SVMs is then provided to combine the classifier with the practical issue and make it different from the classifier that fits all of the common classification problems. The algorithm specifically improves the evaluation accuracy.
The standard expression of the SVM is , such that and ε i ≥ i = 1,2, … n (1) where C is the misclassification cos. The SVM's loss function can be expressed as
The improved algorithm's loss function expression is:
where n is the number of training samples, and ν i defines the similarity between sample i and the testing sample for classification, to solve the sample differences problem. Each group of the data center section of 10 sec is truncated, K = 2 is set to divide all samples into two categories based on the k-means clustering algorithm, and ν i = 1 is set when the training sample belongs to the same category as the testing one. Otherwise, a weak correlation is considered to exist between the training and testing samples, and ν i = 0 is set.
The leave-one-out method is used for classi fication evaluation.
Classification Weight. An imbalance occurs between the almost equal original positive and negative samples when one selects the training samples with the improved SVM algorithm. This imbalance leads to the error sum of the positive class being smaller than that of the negative class. An example of this imbalance is when the amount of positive samples is significantly smaller than that of negative samples. Thus, a larger penalty weight exists with respect to the negative class, causing the separation plane to move toward the positive class.
The weights of the positive are set to δ + ,and negative samples are set to δ_, to solve the data imbalance problem. This problem is addressed by changing the classified weight in the loss function. The loss function of the improved SVM is expressed as
Let be the training set, where X i represents the feature vector of the sample i, and y i is the class label, where y i = {-1, 1}. Let the class priors of this set be Two ways have been tried to improve the classified weight. One is to set , then the probabilities that the classifier groups divide the samples into positive and negative classes tend to be similar to each other. The other way is to optimize the weights. The error sums of the positive and negative classes should be equal to the balance of positive and negative errors [11], as follows:
The from the formula is uncertain; thus, de termi- 
ning the exact relationship between δ + and δ -is difficult. However, an approximation relationship can be obtained by assuming that the mathematical expectations of the positive and negative class errors are the same:
where N + is the number of positive samples, and N -is the number of negative samples; δ -is set to 1 for calculation convenience; thus, δ + tends to be . A better compromise is to avoid overadjustment. Optimization for δ + is made between 1 and by consulting an SVM (c, g) optimization approach, which is a method to optimize the SVM parameters.
Experiment Design. Subjects. The selected subjects were 16 volunteers (8 men and 8 women), students and postgraduate students of the Yanshan University. All of the subjects were healthy and right-handed. The EMG signals under conditions of stress stimulation were collected using the method described below.
Questionnaire. Before data collection, the subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire, to evaluate their recent psychological states. Distributing of the questionnaires is a convenient method for identification of one's real situation and evaluation of the effect of the experiment. If the recent physiological state did not meet the requirements, the volunteer should be changed. The subjects were also asked to fill another questionnaire, PSTRI (Psychosomatic Tension-Related Inventory), after the data collection to evaluate their present psychological state and, therefore, to test whether the experiment raised the stress level of the subjects. The results of application of these questionnaires were treated as references to the stress level. The questionnaires were used for data analysis.
Data collection. An MP150 multi-channel physiological recorder (Biopac Company, USA) was used to record surface EMG (sEMG) signals from the subjects (Fig. 2) . The experiment was conducted within four consecutive days. Day 1. Studies showed that office noises, even of a low intensity, cause emotional stress to workers [12, 13] . To obtain a better effect of stimulation, five of the top 10 intranquil voices from a survey result (Prof. T. Cox, Salford University, Great Britain) were chosen to be the experimental environment of stress stimulation. The subjects were asked to remember a large group of numbers within a limited time and against a noisy background. The stimulation mode is shown in Table 1 . Day 2. College students faced growing pressures of employment with the growing numbers of undergraduates and the increasingly fierce social competition. A video describing the employment outlook of university students was used as the stimulus to arouse potential stress among the participants. The process is presented in detail in Table 2 . Day 3. A word memorization task was conducted as the experiment. Participants were asked to remember a group of relatively difficult English words within a 3-min-long interval. The sound of a stopwatch was played within the last minute to give the participants a sense of urgency. At the same time, all the words were designed in negative meanings to produce a certain psychological hint and place the subjects in a negative emotional state, producing an environment conducive to stress [14] . The detailed processes are shown in Table 3 . Day 4. Adopting the stress stimulation method applied at the Augsburg University (Germany), we used the traditional game Tetris as the stress source. The game difficulty (falling speed of the blocks) was increased during the experiment to arouse higher stress among the subjects. The participants were given only 5 min to relax before the game. The data on the subjects under the highest speed were collected to determine the stress level.
RESULTS
Data Pre-Processing. One hundred forty-four groups of the data, including 72 groups of the stress data and 72 groups of the non-stress data, were obtained after the processing. Finally, the data were saved and labelled.
Surface EMG is characterized by weak signals, strong noises within a low-frequency range, and strong randomicity due of the influence of numerous factors. Thus, the first step was to denoise the collected signals. The db9 wavelet was used to conduct wavelet decomposition of the noisy sEMGs. Finally, 28 statistical characteristics were obtained by making feature extraction from the noisecancelled sEMG signals.
Stress Evaluation. The improved algorithm showed a better classification performance compared with the ordinary (c, g) optimization SVM and (c, g) optimization using the genetic algorithm SVM [15] .
The 10-sec-long data were intercepted to determine the effect of the data length on the classification accuracy. Specific results are reported in Tables 4 and 5 .
DISCUSSION
Our experimental results showed that this program can arouse the subjects' stress state to a certain degree. Changes in the stress state were reflected in the sEMG signals. Different stressors were selected to stimulate the participants within four consecutive days. Thus, the "adaptability" problem was avoided, According to the research findings in [7] , the SVM model was optimized directly at the individual difference problem. The testing samples included the skin conductance data of all subjects in one day or the skin conductance data of one subject for four days. The rest of the samples were included in the training set for the prediction. The imbalance between samples was amended by makingS + = P -+ / and S -= P --/, where there are the corresponding weights of the two groups of samples and class priors of the different samples. This algorithm joined the information of the testing set into the building of the SVM model whereas it is impossible to know the proportion of stressful/non-stressful events for the subjects in the actual stress evaluation work. Obviously, this approach has a limitation because important values are unknown.
For this limitation, two approaches were proposed to modify the class weights that only relied on the known sample information rather than introduce the testing set details. The classification model based on this theory was built. This model can be used for stress evaluation in the real environment. In addition, only one sample was selected for the test each time, and the samples associated with it were selected for training. The cycle was repeated until every sample was assessed as the testing set. That is, a classification model for each sample that conformed to its own characteristics was built for each cycle. The use of the real leave-one-out method to validate the theoretical results was more aligned with the research purposes.
The SVM optimization based on the genetic algorithm had the highest training accuracy but the lowest testing accuracy, which indicated that the classifier came from an overfitting problem.
The classification time showed that the SVM optimization based on the genetic algorithm increased the amount of time and memory overhead. The SVM optimization based on normal (c, g) searching required a long training time. In contrast, the improved algorithm greatly reduced the computation complexity in the training stage and, therefore, shortened the classifier's training time. This advantage is even more significant when the training sample size is large.
Comparative analysis showed that selection of the improved algorithm for the training samples avoided the interference of redundant information and reduced the classifier's computation complexity in the training phase, thereby improving the overall classification accuracy while decreasing the training time. The classified accuracy was generally improved when the truncated data length was equal to 10 sec.
Our study aimed to solve the stress evaluation problem using sEMG as the study object. The stress-inducing stimulation, analysis, and evaluation system with the problem of individual differences were established. This study proposed an improved SVM classification assessment algorithm by classifying after clustering, to solve the individual difference problem during evaluation of stress/ non-stress reactions automatically and feeding the clustering results to the SVM loss function to improve the quality of classification evaluation.
The experimental results showed that the accuracy of stress evaluation classification based on SVM was 68%, which was noticeably lower than the accuracy of the improved algorithm (79%). Thus, the improved algorithm showed higher classification accuracy for stress evaluation with individual differences. The improved algorithm could decrease the stress evaluation time by selecting training samples. The classification time decreased from 2026.5 to 541.3 sec after the improvement. The improved SVM algorithm can address the effects of individual differences during the stress state assessment.
